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Outline

• Rhetorical analysis in science writing

• RA (Research Article) as a genre

• Rhetorical moves in the Introduction section

• From moves to phrases – Finding the right words

• Analysis of your Introduction sections

• Next week’s task + technical details



Introduction

• Science Writing is a rhetorical act

• Not merely presenting theory, facts, results

• Persuasive intent (nearly all writing does)

• Telling vs selling

• Common rhetoric of science (NOT (necessarily) discipline specific)

• Not a way to „dress up“ weak research, but rather a way to 
communicate your message clearly



Rhetorical Analysis

• What is rhetoric?
• Manipulative speech?

• Empty rhetoric (political discourse, commercials)

• ...

• What is rhetorical analysis?

… can be understood as an effort to understand how people within 
specific social situations attempt to influence others through language. 
(Selzer 2003: 281)



Benefits of Rhetorical Analysis

• As a reader
• Not for content, but for argument

• Interest in the topic vs how it has been delievered

• Better feedback (WGs)

• As a writer
• Adopt & adapt the best rhetorical maneuvers for your own purposes

• More powerful and sophisticated contributions to the discussions

• Become a better arguer / story teller /seller

• Meet the requirements of the genre



RA as a Genre
Evaluation of the product

• Expectations of the discourse community
References

Length

Communicative purpose of the text

• Structure
• I Introduction

• M Methods

• R Results Rhetorical moves
• (a) and

• D Discussion



Rhetorical Moves in the Introduction
(Swales 1990) 

Move 1 - Establishing a territory

Move 2 - Establishing a niche

Move 3 - Occupying the niche



Rhetorical Moves in the Introduction
(Swales 1990) 

Move 1 - Establishing a territory

Step 1 – Claiming centrality

AND/OR

Step 2 – Making topic generalizations

AND/OR

Step 3 – Reviewing items of previous research 

Move 2 - Establishing a niche

Move 3 - Occupying the niche



Rhetorical Moves in the Introduction
(Swales 1990) 

Move 1 - Establishing a territory

Move 2 - Establishing a niche

Step 1A – Counterclaiming

OR

Step 1B – Indicating a gap

OR

Step 1C – Question-raising

OR

Step 1D – Continuing a tradition

Move 3 - Occupying the niche



Rhetorical Moves in the Introduction
(Swales 1990) 

Move 1 - Establishing a territory

Move 2 - Establishing a niche

Move 3 - Occupying the niche
Step 1A – Outlining purposes

or

Step 1B – Announcing present research

Step 2 – Announcing principal findings

Step 3 – Indicating RA structure



Additional steps for Move 3 (Swales 2014; Cortes 2013)

• Presenting research questions or hypotheses

• Definitional clarifications

• Summarizing methods

• Stating the value of the present research



An Example 
of a RA Introduction

Swales 1990: 143



From Moves to Phrases

• Formulaic nature of scientific discourse (in fact, all language)

• Some examples of ‘lexical bundles’ / phrases / expressions
The aim of the present paper is

It could be argued that + (the))

Recently, there has been renewed interest in …

Very little is currently known about X in …

• Moves Phraseology
• Academic Phrasebank of Manchester University:

http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/

http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/


Your task now

1. Analyse the introduction 
section in three RAs
• You (are currently) read(ing)

• You have written yourself (draft or 
published)

• Published in your target journal

2. What does the text DO?
• What moves can you identify?

• What steps can you identify?

• What else is there?

• ohter moves/steps/functions

• patterns of language

3. Draft your Introduction section
• The 3 moves:

• Establishing the territory

• Establishing the niche

• Occupying the niche

• What steps are appropriate?



Your task for the next week I

• Draft your Introduction 26.09.2018

• Include a short cover letter

• Review your group members’ drafts 28.09.2018

https://goo.gl/FXbzpD
https://goo.gl/1EXn2p


Technical aspects

Draft & Feedback submission

• Course website

• User accounts

• Groups

• Technical guidelines 

by 25.09 the latest

Writing group meeting 

• 1st Writing Group 
meeting: 28.09.2018 at 2-4 PM

• Oral comments (based on written 
comments)

• One text a time

• One reviewer at a time

• Time management

• Rules

• After the meeting

http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Writing-Group-Time-Management-Sheets.pdf
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/how-to-conduct-a-writing-group/
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/how-to-revise-your-text/
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